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Volume 30, No. 3

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW

September 13, 1989

Students Bring Suit Challenging Faculty Statement
Two second year students have stunned
the law school community by petitioning a
Federal District court to find that the
"Faculty Statement Regarding Intellectual
Freedom, Tolerance, and Prohibited Harassment'' is in vi~lation of both the· U.S.
Constitution, as applied to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendment, and
the New York Constitution.

recipient of the Edwin F.Jaeckle award,
the highest honor bestowed by the Faculty
of Law and Jurisprudence.
Judge Curtin's connection with the law
school faculty has prompted the plaintiffs
to file a motion, pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§144, asking Judge Curtin to recuse himself from the case due to "an appearance
of impropriety." Professor Nils Olsen,
commenting c;,n this development, said,

Later that same student's car was found
with one of its tires slashed in a campus
parking lot.
In addition to the harass1 ,1ent aimed at
women, racially derogatory graffiti was
found on desks, the movie screen in room
107, and scrawled in the men's toilet on
the second floor was the epithet "To [sic]
many niggers in the law school." It was
in the context of these incidents that the

By Bruce Brown
News Editor
and

TedBaecher
Staff Writer

~

Dan Majchrzak and John Wiencek, who
first gained renown by publicly calling for
Dean Filvaroff's resignation over the Law
School's handling of a student demonstration blocking FBI recruitment at the
Law School last spring, have now_once
again confronted the Dean with a public
maneuver. The two irate students are
claiming that the faculty statement, which
has never been· enforced, "places an impermissible and undue burden on freedom of expression." The complaint alleges that the statement's "content based
prohibitions constitute a prior restraint on
legitimate and protected speech" causing
a "chilling effect" by coercing the plaintiffs "into withholding speech that conceivably moves in the direction of the
enumerated content prohibitions of paragraph h e."
The two students contend that the content prohibitions of paragraph three of the
statement present "capricious and unlawful discrimination" and an "active hostility" against unpopular views "which could
conceivably be construed to be at variance
with the regulation." "For instance," the
claim continues, "if one were to strongly
criticize the merits of affirmative action
schemes, one may conceivably come
within the pale of uttering a 'racist' remark
in direct violation of the regulation."
The civil suit, which specifically names
every member of the UB Law faculty as a
defendant, was filed on August 10th before U.S. District Court Judge John T.
Curtin, a UB Law alumnus and last year's

John S. Wiencek
"That's pretty silly and a real insult to a
very fine judge."
The statement itself was unanimously
adopted by the faculty on October 2, 1987
in re
cific acts committed against certain students during the previous spring. ProfessorWade Newhouse, who was acting Dean
at the time the statement was adopted,
described some of the "ugly incidents"
which prompted the Faculty action in the
article published April 14, 1988 in TJN
Reporter. "During February through April
19_87, anonymOlJS, written notes were
placed in-the mailboxes of at least four
female law students .... By mid-April one of
the female students found such a written,
anonymous note in her mailbox, along
with a _small teddy bear, approximately
seven inches long, with the head ripped
off and red nail polish dabbed in the neck
area of the toy." At about that same time
another woman found a note "along with
pieces of dog excrement wrapped in foil."

Dan P. Majchrzak, Jr.
statement was unanimously adopted.
Thi!> complaint is not the first time that
the statement ha:: drawn a negative reaction . In April of 198b Nat Hentoff wrote an
artic e or .lb§ Washington ~ entitled
"A Law School Flunks the First Amendment" in which he alleged that the statement "suspended" the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech of law students
at UB. He criticized the statement's failure
to specify the due process and appeals
procedures for someone accused of violating the statement as well as its lack of
specific definitions regarding what racist,
homophobic and other terms of paragraph
three mean.
Hentoff's article prompted then Secretary of Education William Bennett (currently President Bush's "Drug Czar") to
make a sweeping statement in which he
lumped UB together with Berkeley, .Harvard Law, Dartmouth, Smith College, the
University of Massachusetts, Colby and
Stanford for exemplifying "left wing intoI-

Kenneth Gomez Fondly Remembered
"Center ofthe Universe"*
On May 27, 1989, Kenneth A. Gomez
died near Binghamton, NY. He had just
finished his second year of law school and
was enthusiastic about graduating and
pursuing an L.L.M. His ambition was to
teach Constitutional Law and American
legal history.

by Martin Sanchez Rojas
The nature of his death was internal injuries resulting from a car accident. Many
in the Law School may have known Kenny
in one way or another; through talking to
him or by reading an article of his in The
Opinion. I simply would like to say some
things about him because he was the per:
son I hung out with the most. Kenny and
I would go out to see and hear the Outer
Circle Orchestra · almost every other
weeken_d . Kenny was my best friend.
Kenny and I had many long conversations where we each tested each others
grasp of U.S. history, especially the
period after the Civil War. Kenny always

managed to pull something out of our
conversations. There was always something missing in the way history was written. It was imperfectly written and what
Kenny was trying to do was to rewrite it.
He enjoyed talking about the way many
Afro-Americans, Native Americans and
Latinos had been portrayed in history. He
would often challenge other law students
on their interpretations of U.S. history. He
would ask many of them questions on
racism, discrimination and cultural identity. Many people were often offended .
That was never Kenny's intention. He·sim. ply wanted people to realize who they really were. He wanted to know how and
where they stood on a very important
issue right then and now.
. When I was told of his death, almost
five days after it happened, I flew from
Washington, DC to New York City to attend the wake and the funeral. My friend
Wendy and I attended the wake and we
were surprised to hear very nice eulogies
which portrayed Kenny as a very obedient
child who loved to read. No one said anything about the real Kenny Gomez. No

one said anything about the person who
loved Merengue music. No one said how
great of a merengue dancer he was. No
one said anything about how much of an
impression he had made on so many
people through his comments on racism
and injustice. Kenny taught me many
things about perceptions.
We often find it very difficult to learn
new things from other classmates. When
we reach this educational level we believe
that the only things we could possibly
learn comes from professors. Well, Kenny
was a good teacher too. Sometimes there
are people who are here on this earth to
create an impact on your life. Kenny was
just that to me, and hopefully to others.
The day after the funeral, my friend
Wendy and I flew up to Buffalo and had
an official wake at Nietzsche's where the
Outer Circle Orchestra dedicated their
whole performance to Kenny. We had a
picture of Kenny on top of a piano next
to a full glass of beer. This was THE official
wake. I will miss Kenny very much.

erance to conservative viewpoints." At
these campuses Bennett said liberals are
far too ready to use charges of racism and
sexism as "trump cards to stop the debate" on important issues. In a response
to Bennett, Dean Filvaroff was quoted as
saying : "I would not back away from being
called a liberal law school at all. 'Liberal'
implies freedom of exchange of ideas,
which is what education is all about."
The flurry of criticism hurled atthe statement did prompt the Faculty to pass an
amendment on May 20, 1988 specifically
stating that the third paragraph - which
reads in part "racist, sexist, homophobic
and anti-lesbian, ageist and ethnically
derogatory statements, as well as other
remarks based on prejudice and group
stereotype, will generate critical responses
and swift, open condemnation by the faculty, wherever and however they occur"
- did "not contemplate the imposition of
sanctions." The claim filed by the two
students contains a copy of the original
Faculty statement but does not mention
the May 20, 1988 amendment.
Dean David Filvaroff, although appreciating Majchrzak and Wiencek's concern
for individual rights, believes the lawsuit
is "wrong on the merits." According to the

Dean David Filvaroff
dean, the statement and subsequent faculty resolution make it "unmistakablydear
that no one is threatened or will be subject
to formal sanctions or punishment for pure
speech." The statem~nt, instead, is directed to "harassment, intimidation and
acts of assault" based upon the criteria set
forth in paragraph three, and such acts
and conduct, said the dean, are "constitu1c11111i11t1ed 1111 page 3)
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Rose May Be Down, But Don't Ever Count Him Out
About a week ago, I happened to be
watching a show on ESPN called " The
Sports Reporters " , wh ich features round table discussions between sports writers.
The writers, who hail from prominent
newspapers and sports publications, attempt to discuss various issues in sports
such as drug use, free agency, and racism.
Although the show is effective at times,
there are instances when the discussion
is mundane, and the level of the exchange
is infantlle. This happened to be one of
those days.

by Andrew Culbertson
Managing Editor
One of the topics of discussion was the
impact that the late ex-baseball commissioner, A. Bartlett Giamatti, had had on
the. game of baseball. At one point, one
of the writers compared Giamatti with
Pete Rose, the man whom Giamatti had
recently banned from baseball. In what
appeared to be personal hostility on the
writer's part, he stated that it was unfortunate that Giamatti, a man of many accomplishments, would be best remembered for his association with Pete Rose,
a twentieth century "caveman."
Drawing comparisons between Rose
and Giamatti seems somewhat futile,
since they were two very different men.
Rose was a baseball player and manager,
while Giamatti was, among other things,
the one-time president of Yale. What irked
me about the " caveman " remark, though ,
was not the fact that it was made, but the
context in wh ich it was made. As recently
as three years ago, when Rose was still
playing , no one referred to him as a caveman. At that point, he was still " Charlie
Hustle," and was regarded as one of the
greatest ballplayers of all time. He symbolized perseverance and determination,
and was nearly a legend in his own time .
Three years ago, of course, we didn't
know that Rose had a gambling addiction.
To this extent, it was still "okay" to consider him a hero and a star. Three yea rs
later, he's no longer a star, but a Nean-

derthal. Make no m istake, although t hat
particular comment may have been made
by one person , the sentiment behind it
has been prevalent within this country for
the past six months.
From the outset of this unfortunate situ ation, the media has proven just how
treacherous it can be. Just as it was the
media that helped propel Rose into the
annals of baseball lore, so it was the
media that has done its best to destroy
Rose's image. The problem was that or,ce
the media had decided that Rose was
guilty of betting on baseball games, it set
out to justify its verdict by telling us how
awful Pete Rose actually is. We were told
that he was a lousy father, that he took
drugs when he played, and that he set
out to intentionally defraud the IRS. Who
knows whether these allegations are
true? I will say, considering the people
who have come forward with this information (such reliable and . unbiased
people as his ex-wife, drug users, and professional gamblers), that I do have my
doubts. But, regardless of the level of veracity involved, we never heard about
these problems when Rose was still a
hero. Then, when the ship began to sink,
seemingly everyone who knew Rose took
a shot at him .
In my defense of Rose, I woul~ be
foolish to suggest that he is innocent. The
evidence against him, at least for the
gambling charges, is simply too damning .
However, he is clearly a sick individual ,
proof of wh ich has manifested itself in his
repeated denials that he even has a probelm . If, as the evidence overwhelmingly
suggests, he did bet on Cincinnati Reds
games, his punishment is warranted .
Nevertheless, if gambling is a disease,
then why has Rose been eternally
damned by the media, and most of the
public? The bottom line is that, disease
or not, both the media and the public are
disillusioned, disappointed, and, perhaps
most of all , pissed off, because they were
"duped" into believing in a man who
turned out to be a compulsive gambler.

Students Bring Suit . . . . .

........... . ...

t ionaf/ y prescribable." The dean emphasized that he would not sanction or punish
anyone for engaging in pure speech but
that "disruption of classrooms, interruption of the educational process, threats,
intimidation and assault are wholly different matters."
The dean further stated that the faculty
of the school have " an obligation to insure
that students in the law school do not find
themselves in a hostile environment." He
further believed that the faculty have a
" responsibility t o say what we think is appropriate and what isn 't ."
Lisa Morowitz, a member of the National Lawyers Guild, questions the motivation of the pla intiffs who have filed the
lawsuit. The faculty statement, she said,
was promulgated in response to certain
incidents at the school and that for students "three years later to come in and

wage war and not look atthe context of the
statement is wrong. Of all the injustice that
is going on in the world, this lawsuit is a
waste of time."
Student Bar Association Vice President
Jim Monroe also questioned the motivation of the plaintiffs in challenging the
statement. He doubted whether the plaintiffs " sincerely mean to uphold the First
Amendment at all costs" and wonders
"whattype of racist and sexist speech they
believe should be protected."
Associate Dean Albert, who was unable
to be interviewed for this article, wrote in
a short statement, " I was delighted to hear
of the lawsuit, particularly since we have
been hearing conclusory, and in my view,
erroneous, legal assertions about the faculty statement during the last year or two.
It is time we did hear from a judge, a
disinterested source."

from page I

OPINION POLL~
We'd like to hear from you on issues concerning
THE FACULTY STATEMENT
Drop your responses to the following questions
in Box 688 by 5:00 PM September 18th,
and we '11 print some of them in the next issue.
~

Do you think there is a need for a faculty statement of this nature?

~

Do you agree with the wording of the present faculty statement?
If not, why?

~

Do you think there should be limits on free speech in a democracy?

The med ia, especially, doesn't like t o be
tricked, and when a man it has practically
deified proves that he is mortal, it tends
to take it personally.
Pete Rose, throughout his playing
career, was always a winner. Ironically, it
was his intense urge to win that may have
been the reason he became a compulsive
gambler. For those of us who can see the
forest but for a few ugly trees, Pete Rose
was, and still can be, a valuable asset to

the game of baseball . Until he faces his
problem , however, he won't be much of
an asset to anyone, least of all himself.
Even assuming that he does seek the help
he needs, there are no guarantees that he
will, ever regain the respectability he once
had. You see, while the public is often
quick to forget past accomplishments, it
is generally reluctant to forget, and even
forgive, past failures.

Faculty Statement Regarding
Intellectual Freedom, Tolerance,
and Prohibited Harassment
Every intellectual community worthy of the name thrives on sharp and
heated controversy - on the free and full expression of opposing idels
and values; on impassioned arguments for, and equally passionate arguments against. Given the particular professional skills required for the
practices of law, law schools, including this one, especially prize and
encourage such unencumbered give-and-take, the more lively and uninhibited the better.
Because both the common law and two centuries of. Constitutional
tradition have long given American lawyers a special role in assuring
fairness and securing equal treatment to all people, our intellectual community also shares values that go beyond a mere standardized commitment
to open and unrestrained debate. We support the particular values shaped
by the special traditions and responsibilities of-the legal community to
which all of us - students and faculty alike - belong. Any and all
expressions of bigotry, prejudice and discrimination are abhorrent to these
traditions; they not only detract from the person uttering them, but reflect
poorly upon the profession as a whole.
By entering law school, and joining this legal community, each student's
absolute right to liberty of speech lmucij" also become tempered in its
exercise by the responsibility to promote equality and justice. Therefore,
it should be understood that remarks directed at another' s race, sex,
religion, national origin, age, or sexual preference will be ill-received,
or that racist, sexist, homophobic and anti-lesbian, ageist and ethnically
derogatory statements, as well as other remarks based on prejudice and
group stereotype, will generate critical responses and swift, open concfem..
nation by the faculty, wherever and however they occur.
We note with dismay recent acts of harassme~~} · ·

dlafllt ap1Mt ~ of oolor and oilier groups \Vlltc11 fiave-

en ace

on campuses around the country, and which have often gone far beyond
the bounds of constitutionally protected speech. Concern regarding such
inappropriate and often outrageous behavior compels the faculty to add
a clear and specific warning concerning any such acts that may occur in
this school. It is the policy of this law school to take strong and immediate
steps against any and all such behavior. The means of doing so will
always be informed by the faculty's strong commitment to the requirements of due process but will not be limited solely to the use of ordinary
university disciplinary procedures. Where such acts indicate that a student
may lack sufficient moral character to be admitted to the practice of law,
the school can and will make appropriate communications to the character
and fitness committees of any bar to which such a student applies, including, where appropriate, its conclusion that the student should not be
admitted to practice law . In addition, jn appropriate cases, the school
will not hesitate to act upon its legal and ethical duty to notify state and
federal law enforcement authorities of such acts, and to cooperate with
those authorities in their investigation and prosecution .
Although the faculty is prepared to exercise such sanctions, we hope
and expect that the occasion to do so will not arise. Thus, we expect that
students will accept, and act in accordance with, the moral obligations
of the profession and this community and honor the traditions of fairness,
equality and respect for others that sustain the legal profession and inform
the culture of this Jaw school.

The following resolution with regards to the statement was adopted on
May 20, 1988.

RESOLUTION:
In light of the committee report, the faculty hereby reaffirms its Statement of October 2, 1987,
I. cont'inns that paragraph three of the Statement, as presently constituted, does not contemplate imposition of
sanctions. and
2. requests "that the Committee on Committees authorize a
student faculty committee to commence work during the
summer to produce proposed clarifications to the Statement, for action by the Faculty at its first meeting in
October I988.

Printed above is the faculty statement
that is being challenged by the student lawsuit.

September 13, 1989 The Opinion
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Recent Supreme Court Decisions Reviewed
The U.S. Supreme Court released the
final decisions of it's 1988-1989 term this
summer. Among the cases that grabbed
the most media attention were the decisions on abortion and flag burning. While
the spq_tlight shont! on these 2 important
cases the Rehnquist court handed down
over 140 more decisions and left it's imprint in almost every area of the law. Following are summaries of just a few of
these decisions.

Synopsis By Donna Crumlish
EdiJor-in-chie/

__
-

Attorneys
Blanchardv. Bergeron57 U.S.L.W.4191:
In a unanimous decision the Court held
that defendants sued for successfully violating someone's civil rights may be forced
to pay the winning side's lawyers a bigger
fee than the contingency percentage originally sought by the lawyers.

Wards Cove Packing v. Atonio 57
U.S.L.W. 4583: With a 5-4 decision the
Supreme Court in this case decided that
employers do not have the burden of justifying on "business necessity" grounds
those practices carrying a discriminatory
impact on women and minorities. The
court held that plaintiffs now had to show
the impact of each particular employment
practice in question and show how it
"caused " discrimination. The court also
limited the type of statistical evidence
minorities can use to prove bias.
Commercial Law
H.J. Inc. v. Northwestern Be/157 U.S.L.W.
4951: In this opinion the court broadly
interpreted the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Actto apply in more
instances than those involving organized
crime. The court said that the law can be
invoked if there is proof of at least two
illegal acts "within a single scheme that
were related and amounted lo, or threatened the likelihood of, continued criminal
activity."

Mallardv. U.S. DistrictCourt57 U.S.L.W.
4487: Writing for the Court, Justice Brennan said that federal law does not authorCriminal Law
ize courts to order unwilling lawyers to
Caplin v. Drysdale v. U.S. 57 U.S.L.W.
represent indigent litigants in civil cases.
4836 and U.S. v. Monsanto 57 U.S.L.W.
The law only authorizes judges to request
4826: In this opinion the court-held that a
such representation. He also said the court
federal drug-proceeds-forfeiture law does
was leaving unanswered whether federal - not violate sixth amendmentfairtria,I rights
courts "possess inherent authority to
by allowing the government to seize asrequire lawyers to serve" in such circumsets intended to pay for legal help.
stances.
Civil Procedure
Green v. Bock Laundry Machine Co. 57
U.S.L.W. 4546: Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 609(a)( 1) was interpreted in this case
as allowing the impeachment of a witness
in a civil trial in a federal court with evidence of past felony convictions. Justice
Stevens wrote that federal judges may
, exclude evidence only when it is a criminal
defendant who might be unfairly harmed.
Neizke v. Williams 57 U.S.L.W. 4493:
The Court unanimously found that a fed
·eral lawsuit that is filed pro se is not automatically "frivolous" if it fails to state a
claim upon which relief can be granted.
The court stated that a finding of frivolity
in such a case would deny indigent plaintiffs protection against unwarranted dismissal.
-Civil Rights
Canton v. Harris 57 U.S.L.W. 4270: The
Supreme Court in this case, declared that
a local government may be forced to pay
monetary damages under federal civil
rights law-when their "deliberate indifference" leads inadequately trained employeestoviolate someone's rights. The harm,
however must be directly linked to the
inadequate training.
Patterson v. McLean Credit Union 57
U.S.L.W. 4705: Proper application of the
Civil Rights Act of 1866 was in question in
this case. The Court decided that the Act
could not be used to sue over alleged onthe-job racial harassment. Justice Kennedy wrote for the Court and stated that
racial harassment claims would have to
rely on Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

SBA Agenda Procedures
All Persons interested in taking up
a particular matter with the SBA
must submit a note to the SBA Secretary, Wendy Urtel, in order to be
placed on the SBA Agenda. The
note must briefly outline your topic
of discussion and be placed in matlbox #283 at least 24 hours prior to
the SBA meeting.
If you should fail to submit your
request to address the SBA in the
time provided, you will automatically be placed on the bottom of the
Agenda after all new an<l old business has been attended to.
The first SBA meeting is scheduled for Thursday, September 21, at
5:00 p.m . in the first floor lounge.
All meetings are open to the public.
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Murray v. Giarratano 57 U.S.L.W. 4889:
In one of several decisions handed down
regarding capital punishment, the court
decided that States are not required to
provide free lawyers for indigent deathrow inmates who lose initial rounds of
appeal.
National Treasury Employees Union v.
Von Raab 57 U.S.L.W. 4338: Attacking the
controversial issue of drug and alcohol
abuse testing in the workplace for the first
time, the court decided that the U.S. Customs ervice may impose mandatory drug
tests on employees seeking drug-enforcement jobs.
Penryv. Lynaugh57 U.S.L.W. 4958:With
a 5-4 decision the court upheld the death
penalty for convicted murderers who are
mildly or moderately retarded.
Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives Association 57 U.S.L.W. 4324: Drug testing
was again a"t issue here and the court
decided that mandatory blood and urine
tests for railroad workers involved in accid~nts are constitutional. Justice Kennedy
wrote for the court in this case and National Treasury Employees Union v. Von
Raab mentioned previously.
Stanford v. Kentucky I Wilkins v. Missouri 57 U.S,L.W. 4973: In yet another
death penalty decision the court decided
that the death penalty could be imposed
on convicted murderers who were 16or 17
years old.
U.S. v. Sokolow57 U.S.L.W. 4401 : In the
latest in a series of "drug courier" cases,
the court declared that law enforcement
agents have the right to stop and question
airline passengers who fit drug courier
profiles even though their actions have an
innocent explanation.
Due Process and Equal Protection
DeShaneyv. WinnebagoCountyCounty
57 U.S.L.W. 4218: The court held, in this
case, that no violation of the Due Process
Clause occurs when a state fails to protect
individuals against private violence. In this
particular case a state's gross negligence
permitted a child to be abused by a parent.
Michael H. v. Gerald D. 57 U.S.L.W. 4691 :
The court declared that a man who claims
to have fathered the child of a woman who
is married to someone else does not have
a constitutional right to establish his paternity in court. State laws may continue
to create a conclusive presumption of
paternity in favor of a woman's husband if

September 13, 1989

a child is conceived and born during their
marriage.
NCAA v. Tarkanian 57 U.S.L.W. 4050:
The court decided that the NCAA did not
violate the due process rights of University of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball coach
Jerry Tarkanian when it ordered the school
to suspend him for recruiting violations.
Since the NCAA is not a state actor it is not
required to assure due process rights.

Federalism and Pre-emption
Healyv. Beerlnstitute57 U.S.L.W. 4748:
The court held that a Connecticut law aimed
at assuring that beer sold in that state
costs no more than it does in three neighboring states violates the Commercial
Clause. This kind of regulation, said Justice Blackmun, is reserved by the Commerce Clause for the federal government.
Pennsylvania v. Union Gas 57 U.S.L.W.
4662: The court said that states may be
forced, through private lawsuits in federal
courts, to help pay for cleaning up hazardous waste sites targeted under the Superfund Act.
First Amendment
CountyofAl/eghenyv. ACLU57 U.S.L.W.
5045: The court, while looking at two different situations, held in this case, that the
placement of a Christmas nativity scene,
unaccompanied by any secular symbols
of the holiday, in a government building
was a violation of the constitutionally
required separation of church and state.
The placement of Hanukkah menorah
accompanied by a Christmas tree and a
sign saluting American liberty did not
violate the Establishment Clause. The distinction being that the nativity scene by
itself appeared to endorse Christianity,
while the display of the menorah amongst
other symbols did not convey an unmistakably religious message.
Frazee v. Employee Security Department
57 U.S.L.W. 4397: The justices, in this case,
unanimously said that a state may not
deny unemployment benefits to people
who refuse certain work based on religious convictions even though they do not
belong to a particular religious sect that
refuses such work.
Sable Communications v. FCC 57
U.S.L.W. 4920: The court, in this decision,
declared that congress could not wipe out
the dial-a-porn industry by banning obscene and indecent telephone message
services. Only obscene messages can be
banned as indecent messages are protected by the first amendment.
Texas v. Johnson 57 U.S.L.W. 4770: In a
controversial opinion, the court declared
that the burning of the American flag can
be a form of constitutionally protected
political protest. Writing for the 5-4 majority Justice Brennan said, "If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that the government may not
prohibit the expression of an idea simply
because society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable."
Intellectual Property
Community for Creative Non-Violence
v. Reid57 U.S.L.W. 4607: Further interpreting the "work made for hire" provisions of
the Copyright Act of 1976, the court concluded that freelance artists who are
commissioned to do a particular piece of
work are not employees and therefore
retain copyright ownership in their works.
Labor and Employment
Consolidated Rail Corp v. Railway Labor
Executives Association 57 U.S.L.W. 4742:
In another of what is sure to be a never
ending stream of cases coming before the
court regarding drug testing, the court
held that a railroad that already subjects
it's employees to urinalysis tests as part of
periodic physical examinations can decide to use those tests to check for drug
use without collectively bargaining about
the change.

Karahalios v. National Federation of
Federal Employees 57 U.S.L.W. 4311: In
another of the courts 24 unanimous decisions, the court held that federal workers
do not have a right to sue in federal court
when they accuse the union representing
them of failing in it's duty to represent
fairly. The only recourse for the federal
employees is to file an unfair-labor-practice complaint· with the Federal Labor
Relations Authority.

Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins57 U.S.L.W.
4469: In a fragmented opinion, the court
held that when evidence exists in an employment-bias lawsuit of both legitimate
and illegitimate reasons for an employer's
action, the employer has the burden of
proving the same action would have been
taken if only legitimate reasons were
considered .
Privacy
Webster v. Reproductive Health Services 57 U.S.L.W. 5023:ln the most awaited
decision of the term, the court cut back
sharply on a woman's constitutional right
to abortion, but failed to outright reverse
the 1973 landmarkdecision ofRoev. Wade.
Specifically, the court held that states may
ban any public employee from performing or assisting an abortion, ban abortions
in all public hospitals and require doctors
to conduct fetal viabilitytestswhen women
seeking abortions are a least 20 weeks into
their pregnancy.
Separation of Powers
Mistretta v. U.S. 57 U.S.L.W. 4102: In a
decision in which Justice Scalia was the
loan dissenter, the court held that Congress acted within its constitutional authority when it created the U.S. Sentencing Commission and authorized the commission to dictate the punishment to be
assessed for various federal crimes. Justice Blackmun, writing for th~ court, s~id
that the Constitution's structural protections do not prohibit Congress from delegating this authority to an expert body
located within the judicial branch.
Skinner v. Mid-America Pipeline 57
U.S.L.W. 4458: Finding again, that no
separation of powers violations had occurred, the court found a federal law authorizing the secretary of the Department
of Transportation to impose "safety user
fees" on pipeline companies that transport natural gas or hazardous liquids to
represent a constitutional delegation of
Congress' taxing power.
Taxation
Amerada Hess v. Division ofTaxation 57
U.S.L.W. 4418: The court found, in this
case, that New Jersey had not interfered
with interstate commerce by refusing to
allow state tax deductions for what 13
major oil companies paid in federal windfall profits taxes.
Commissioner, Internal Revenue v. Clark
57 U.S.L.W. 4367: The court, in this case,
held that a shareholder who relinquishes
more than 20 percent of his corporate control in a merger and is less than a 50
percent shareholder after the transaction
is entitled to have cash proceeds from the
transaction ("boot") treated as capital
gains.
Torts
Browning-Ferris v. Ke/co 57 U.S.L.W.
4985: In this opinion, the court declare that
huge punitive damages awards do not
violate the 8th Amendment's ban on excessive fines. The court left open the possibility that such awards may some day be
found to violate constitutionally protected
due process.
Ed. 's note: This synopsis of Supreme
Court decisions is based wholly on information found in the August 21, 1989 edition of The National Law Journal.

Associate D~an Recounts Experience in China
This is the first installment of a two part
series excerpted from an article by Associate Deane Isabel Marcus to be printed
in full in the Critical· Legal Studies Newsletter. This article is under consideration
by Tfkun.
"If you:ve been to China for one week,
yo_u think you can write a book. If you've
been to China for three months, you try
to write an article. If you've been to China
for one year, you're so damn. confused
you can't write anything," laughingly said
a Canadian friend who had been teaching
English ·in Beijing for the past academic
year. Mindful of his caveat and still recovr/Uii'iW, fr,om. the trauma g~nerateq by my
week in Beijing - the fateful week which
encompassed the continuing of the broad
based support of "democratization," the
brutal suppression by the Chjnese military, and the heroic resistance by the Beijing citizenry - I agreed to write these
observations.

by Isabel Marcus
Associate Dean
During Fall 1988 I was accepted as a
participant in the SUNY (Buffalo)/Beijing
Higher Municipal Education Authority
academic exchange ,program. This acceptance provided me with an institutional
affiliation in China (the Beijing Teachers
College)', where l\vould deliver a set of
lectures on law and jurisprudence to URdergraduates. But the term "institutional
affiliation" interpreted through an American cultural lens fails to convey the significance of the term in the Chinese context. The Teachers College was my "work
unit." It was the source of my employment, of my hou'sing, of my food at subsidized prices. Were I Chinese it could provide child care and the opportunity for
further education or travel. Were I
Chinese I would not be free to enter and
leave it; rather it would be my societal
assignment and a key to my identity. Expulsion from it might make me totally de·bag~ri'a~'n1t'1'b /; the aenerosity ' 9f my im11,a ,:n uoo 9r1! 10 • g n ·11,w n,, "TI·
·
1

mediate or extended family. Operating
within its ambiance I would be subject to
a hierarchical structure of social and po.l itical control through the ·Chinese Communist party cadres assigned to the unit.
Since I expressed a preference to live
on campus I was placed in the Foreign
Students Dormitory - a building externally distinguished from others by an iron
·

Associate Dean Isabel Marcus
fence around it. My two room suite was
ample but as drab as .any college dorm.
Later I discovered how palatial it was
compared to Chinese student quarters.
From my fourth floor window I could hear
a reassuring steady stream -of pedestrian
and bicycle traffic and chatter on campus
from early morning until midnight including the discern"able "honk" of spitters. (I
recalled the literature I had read years ago
about Mao's public health campaign to
eliminate public spitting, and, how, at the
time, I could not fathom the attention paid
by a government to such an ' issue. Now
being in China I could appreciate the significance of the campaign).
In the early hours the traffic noise was
accompanied by the rustle of the leaves
of the tall trees catching the brief morning
breeze before the Beijirg air turned heavy
and humid. The sound was a memorable
one. Several days after my a·rrival I remarked on it to my interpreter, a law and
jurisprudence professor, by asking about
references to various types of breezes and
' leaf sounds ih cl'assical Chinese poetry.

He resporide,d with great intensity that
about the emerging legal system in China
there were maoy such references,
and indicate_d that I would be most inonomotopoeic and otherwise, and enterested in observing a court proceedi.ng,
thusiastically began to quote ancient
All conversation ground to a halt. There
poetry and translate it for me. The converwas an extended exchange among the
sation was a compelling reminder of his
faculty and the two work unit heads in
identification with thousands of years of
which the word "waigoren" (foreigner)
culture. In his presence I e~perienced myrecurred punctuated by what I came to
self and Western culture as arriviste.
recognize as "la'ughter" generated by a
Scheduled for the day after my arrival
difficult social situatLon .
was the formal welcome banquet. It was
Suddenly the exchange ceased; heads
nodded; a consensus had been reached.
· preceded by a meeting with the Director
of the Foreign Affair~ Office and the Dean
"It is not permitted for foreigners to see
such proceedings." This articulation of a
of the Faculty of Political Studies and
prohibition . did not brook of further disLegal Education - the key members of
my work unit. They were accompanied
cussion. A mischieveous part of myself
by three young English fluent Teachers
urged me to respond "If the rule changes,
College ·faculty and the young man who
I would like to observe a court- any old
had met me at the airport.
court." Fortunately, I held my tongue.
Early in fhe conversation all five
On Thursday- afternoon (June 1) I deChinese expressed criticism - of the
cided to go to Tienanmen Square. That
Chinese emphasis on rote learr:iing and
morning loudspeakers from the College's
formality. They _ were interested in
nursery school down the street a·wakened
me. It was Children's Day - a national .
demonstrations of American teaching
methods which they identified as open ·
holiday. In the playground charming cosdiscussion and the encouragement of deturned children performed music, dances,
bate and controversy. I pro;,,ised that I
skits and gymnastics before their adoring
would prepare such a demonstration. Prifamily members. Along with the to be exvately I reminded myself of the delicate , pected mothers, a large number offathers
nature of such an undertaking articulated
were present. With the exception of one
so well in a forthcoming publicatio•n by
very short skit there were no indimy friend and CUNY law school colleague
vidualized_performances; each child parProfessor Sharon Hom who spent two
ticipated in a performing group. During
years as''·a Fulbright scholar in Beijing
one music interlude I distinctly heard a
teaching' law. American emphasis ·on archildren's timpany group accompanying
·gument and lndiyidual opinion is so
a some what scratchy tape cassette verdeeply at odds with the constraints and
sion of "Jingle Bells."
· In mid-afternoon my SUNY colleague
strictures of Chinese culture exemplified
by a Chinese proverb offered by my guide
and I began our outing to the Square,
using public transportation which in- "The bird that leads the flock by stic~ing out its neck gets killed first."
eluded a ride on the cavernous, clean BeiMindful of my conversation with Amerjing 'subway system. We were the otily
icans who had been tc;> China and had told
non Chinese in the subway car and on
me that pre-banquet and banquet converthe bus whose low ceiling reminded me.
sation~ were designed to be an exchange
that I, standing 5'9", was very tall by
of pleasantries and polite observations, I
Chinese standards. People stared at us
tried to steer a course between the banal
openly (the Chinese slang word for wesand the inappropriate. Only 'once was I
terners is for them our most distinguishconscious qf an awkward moment of my
ing feature - "big noses"). I, in turn, .
own creation . I was asking questions
looked around marvelling at the infinite
(continued on page I I)
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Editorial

Freedom of-Speech Not At
Jeopardy In Faculty Statement
Upon entering law school most students more than likely believe that they will be
entering a "safe ~aven," a place free from intimidation 'and harassment where they
can learn and study without fear of retaliation from others. For the most part this will
be true.
Sometimes, however, there is a need for some kind of assurance that this type of
atmosphere will be provided . "The Faculty Statement Regarding Intellectual Freedom,
Tolerance and Prohibited Harassment" was an attempt to provide just such assurance.
The result of som,e rather nasty incidents during the 1986-1987 school. year, the
faculty felt compelled to take a stand (and most students insisted they do so) against
further incidents of harassment or intimidation, the result was the Faculty Statement.
Most students welcomed the Faculty Statement, but a few were apprehensive and
felt the Statement might very well limit free speech.
In May of 1988, the faculty adopted a resolution stating that all language contained
in ,paragraph three of the Statement (the paragraph condoning speech of specified
types) would not be subject to sanctions of any sort. Paragraph four language which
condoned actions against specified groups of people i.e. r a , rassment, and
intimidation) would continue to be subject to disciplinary action.
This past summer, two second year law students, decided to file suit against the
law school faculty, stating that the Statement was a violation of their First Amendment
right to freedom of speech. The lawsuit was successful in shining the spotlight, once
again, on the Statement, which had lay in relative peace for the past year.
It seems obvious that the motivation behind the Statement was to help students
obtain the best law school education possible by assuring them that they would not
find beheaded dolls in their mailboxes or racial epithets scrawled on the bathroom
walls. This motivation is to be applauded and the faculty should be applauded for
having the guts to speak out against the type of abhorrent behavior that was
demonstrated in the law school in the year previous to the writing of the Statement.
Although the Statement clearly does not violate our constitutional right to freedom
of speech, the Statement definitely needs to be tightened up. The Statement has
never actually been used as a tool to discipline any student or prevent a student's
admission to the bar, but at this point in time the student body could benefit from a
clarification of some of the terms used in the Statement.
For example, although pure speech is not sanctioned, when does pure speech
become threats and intimidation? It would be advantageous for the faculty to answer
questions such as these and to define some of the terms used in paragraph four of
the Statement.
A lawsuit, however, is not in order. Although we support any p~rsons right to sue
when they feel an injustice has occurred, we do not support frivolous lawsuits brought
to bring attention to a nonexistent cause. The State of New York is spending time
and money defending charges that have no basis.
The May 1988 resolution makes clear that pure speech is not to be sanctioned. It
is traditional for newspapers to come out strong against even the slightest violation
of free speech, but we do not see even the slightest violation here. The Faculty
Statement was intended to help students, and although, certain terms may need
-clarification so that students know when they may be subjecting themselves to disciplinary action, it does not limit speech.
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Dear Editor:
At least once a year something is written about the "H-O" grading system at
this school, and at least once a year these
protestations fall on deaf ears. It therefore
seems appropriate to raise the decibel
level to a more audible range.
As we all know, the sole distinction between the traditional grading system and
the "H/O" grading system is the missing
"8" grade in the "H/O" system. The "H"
is translated as an "A" and the "O" grade
is an exercise in obfuscation as to whether
it is a "B" or a "C" grade ... a delightful
outcome for the student with a "C" grade
and a poisonous result for the student
who otherwise would have garnered a
"8" grade under the traditional grading
system.
One is apt to inquire why this school
would want to lacerate the "8" student,
since this is precisely what this grading
system does. If you ask an angry victim
s/he will likely tell you thatthe "B" student
has been blamed for all of the cut-throat
competition which is said to pervade
most law schools in the country. They are
deemed responsible for the dog-eat-dog,
screw your neighbor, get ahead approach
to a law school education. Himmler
blamed the Jews, and this law school
blamed the "8" student for all the plagues
that beset the social order.
But there is more to it than this (although notmuch more). The general notion is that the "H/O" grading system reduces competition. While there is no basis
for this belief, it nevertheless constitutes
the principle notion in which the policy i$
grounded. Yale Law School uses the
"Pass/Fail" grading system for first year
law students. The Pass/Fail system unquestionably does nullify the cut-throat
competitive atmosphere endemic to
many law schools. But the thought was
that Yale has an established, unimpeachable reputation as a top flight, Ivy League
school that can get away with such a policy without the school being questioned
about the merits of the student's performance. It was generally thought, however, that the us·Law School did not yet
have the stalwart reputation necessary to
get away with such a policy.
What happened instead is a little like
the drunk driver who reaches a fork in the
road and can't decide whether to turn
right or left. So he plows straight ahead
through somebody's bedroom wall. In
fact, I liken it to the King Solomon story.
Essentially, this school said "Sure! That's
a great idea! We'll cut the baby in half."
And that's precisely what you've got in

this grading system ... one-half of a dead
baby. We've got the worst of both worlds.
The school didn't have the courage to
adopt the Pass/Fail system, which
genuinely works, but they wanted to present the apparition of that system so they
chose a counterfeit. Not only does the UB
grading policy fail to mitigate the competitive atmosphere, it actually ratchetsup the competition by creating a dog-eatdog, all-or-nothing skirmish for the "H"
grade, upon which many important law
school opportunities are based. One
quickly learns that the window of opportunity for a law student has an aperture
proportionate to the number of "H"
grades that appear in the record. The gap
between the all-important "H" grade and
the remaining grades is now, artificially
monumental.
At a ,seminar last year, students were
fed the cold, hard facts that if they had
50% H's on their transcript it would not
be good enough to qualify for any federal
judicial clerkships. State judicial clerships
would be in doubt. Admission to Law Review is, for all practical purposes, predicated on grades, despite the lip-service
to the contrary. The grades-factor in the
equation sets up a threshold barrier that
confirms its image of academic elitism .
The academic exceptions to this are
anomalies. Many of the low-paying public
interest positions invariably require high
academic . grade performance in law
school. In light of the academic prejudice
entailed in the "grades circus" this makes
it imperative that the basis for grade de- ·
termination be legitimate.
But even without moralizing about the
question of the rightness or wrongness
of cranking-up a competitive atmosphere
in an academic meritocracy, we ought to
at least be honest about what is really
going on here. The prevailing notion is
that an equivocating grading policy reduces competition by throwing sand in
the surgeon's eyes. The job recruiter is
allegedly confused as to whe her
is equivalent to a "B" or a "C", and so he
credits both with a "B" grade. This kind
of reasoning is pure hokum. The "Q"
grade becomes a broad-based "C" grade,
because the "H" grades are now the all
controlling factor.
To make matters worse, a student's
grade depends, in substantial part, on the
section that s/he is in and the particular
instructors thats/he draws in the first year
lottery. Some instructors give a grade of
"O-Star." Many do not. The "O-Star" is
tantamount to a "8" grade. Some instructors allow twenty-four hours to take an

( continued on page 11)

JAG Controversy Revisited
To the Editor:
Imagine, if you will, that you have hired
someone, and paid them a great deal of
money, to help you find a job. Imagine,
further, that the person you have hired
compiles a list of employers looking to
hire people in your particular field. Now,
how would you feel if that list of employers included organizations that categorically would not hire you? Some of the
organizations on the list might have an
asterisk next to their name signifying that
they are great jobs. In fact, the job may
be perfect for you, but these organizations
refuse to hire you because of your height.
Or the color of your eyes. Or perhaps because you are gay or lesbian.
How would you feel? Would you feel
that you have spent your money and did
not receive the same services as others?
Would you feel that it is unfair that there
are great jobs you cannot get regardless
of your qua!ifications? Unfortunately, this
is no hypothetical situation, but an actual
description of what is happening here at
UB Law School.
In 1975, the Law School developed its
own Career Development Office (COO)
that was tailored to the particular needs
of law students. In conjunction with this,
the law school faculty wrote and en-

dorsed an anti-discrimination policy that
served to prevent the scenario I just described. The policy mandated that no employer who discriminates may use the
services and facilities of the law school's

coo.
In September of 1988, at a Law School
Faculty meeting, the faculty amended the
policy to outlaw any discrimination based
on sexual orientation. Amending the policy was nothing new to the faculty. In 1979
they amended the policy to include marital status as a protected class. in 1983
the policy was amended to include veteran status as a protected class. So, in
1988,'in order to comply with Governor
Cuomo's Executive order 28 and the
SUNY Board of Trustee's Resolution #83216, they amended the policy to protect
against discrimination based on sexual
orientation.
In February of 1989, the President of
the University at Buffalo, Steven Sample,
announced that the Law School's COO
policy would be held in abeyance until he
decided what to do. What provoked Sample's unilateral actions? Was it his own
homophobia; his own fear of protecting
the civil rights of those with a sexual
orientation that scares or threatens him?
Was it his fear that protecting the rights

(continued on page I I)
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Supreme Court To Consider Right To Die Case
On January 11, 1983, Nancy Beth Cruzan
got into a car accident. The state trooper
who found her thought she was dead, but
emergency personnel were able to restore
signs of life. Nancy ne.:er regained consciousness. She now lies in a persistent
vegetative state in a Missouri state rehabilitation hospital. All of her cognitive functioning is gone, but her brain stem continues to function well enough to breathe on
her own and otherwise keep her body
alive. Four weeks after the accident, both
her father and herthen-husband consented
to allow the hospital to implant a gastrostomy tube in Nancy's stomach . This is the
sole means by which she receives fluids
and nutrition.

by Michael D. Gurwitz
Features Editor
Nancy goes through sleeping and waking cycles. When she is awake, her eyes
move about randomly, but she is unaware
of both herself and the outside world. She
is completely dependent upon others for
care. She is fed, washed, and moved to
prevent bedsores. Her body is stiff and
severely contracted, her face is red and
swollen , she drools on herself, and she is
missing teeth. There is no hope that she
will ever recover from her state and regain

patient's previous statements and her
family's understanding of the patient's
wishes demonstrate that the patient, if
competent, would choose to withdraw
from the medical care. The defendants ask
whether the constitutional right of privacy
requires that life-prolonging medical care
be withdrawn from an incompetent ward
of the state when she is not terminally ill
and when there is no clear and convincing
evidence as to her wishes.
Put another way, the question can he
reduced to: "Who decides, you or them?"
This is, of course, the question that · is
posed by advocates of reproductive freedom. As in Webster, Missouri appears to
be taking the "them" side. Once again,
Missouri is seeking to deny an individual
the right to privacy and self-determination
that was at stake in Webster.
Nancy Cruzan is both mother and fetus
-the individual whose body contains life,
and the life whose existence is a state
interest. A choice must be made. One
must prevail, butwhich?The answer is the
individual. For the sake of human dignity,
Nancy Cruzan must be allowed to die.
rib le a life. This is a highly personal matter.
Their private pain should never have been
compounded by the intrusion of the State,
an intrusion which has made their anguish

her cognitive functioning. Nancy was
twenty-five at the time of her accident; she
is now thirty-one. Doctors predict a normal life expectancy.
Nancy Beth Cruzan is the center of a
lawsuit that will be heard before the Supreme Court in its upcoming term. The
case, Nancy Beth Cruzan v. Robert Harmon and Donald Lamkins, has been
dubbed the "Right to Die" case. Nancy, as
represented by her parents and guardian
ad /item, Thad C. Mccanse, is seeking to
have the gastrostomy tube removed from
her stomach, thus causing her to die of
starvation and dehydration. Robert Harmon and Donald Lamkins are, respectively,
the Director of the Missouri Department of
Health and the Administrator of the Missouri Rehabilitation at Mount Vernon . They
are arguing the State of Missouri's side,
which is a refusal to remove the tube and
a desire to maintain Nancy Cruzan's life
(ironically, Missouri is also the state which
brought us the "Right to Life" case of
Webster v. Reproductive Health Services.).
Two questions are presented for the
Court. The plaintiffs ask whether there is a
liberty right under the Constitution which
permits the withdrawal of life-prolonging
medical care from a patient who is totally
and irreversibly unconscious, when th;

Without a doubt, Nancy's parents must
have agonized over their decision to let
their daughter die rather than live so hornot only public, but a matter of widespread discussion. This article is part of
the public scrutiny which should never
have been, but we as a society aspiring to
goodness must see to it that the tragedy
represented by the Nancy Cruzan case is
never repeated. Because Nancy cannot
express herself, it is proper to turn to those
closest to her to make the decision of her
life and death. Neither Robert Harmon,
nor Donald Lamkins, nor the whole rest of
the world should be allowed to usurp that
power. Our lives are not the property of
the State.
Hopefully the Supreme Court will rule in
favor of the Individual and allow the feeding tube to be removed from Nancy's
body. B'utthe activity should not stop there.
Removing the tube will mean a prolonged
death. Nancy's parents and friends need
not be put through such pain, and Nancy
herself should be given a more decent
death than withering away. As adults, we
must be responsible for the consequences
of our actions. If we decide to let Nancy
die, then we should kill her swiftly by lethal
injection. This is not murder- it is mercy.

Commentary:

Student Critical of 'Publish or Perish' Mentality
At the risk of being provocative, I'm
going to give voice (or printed prose) to
the somewhat controversial thoughts that
I, and probably other new law students,
am having.

by Darryl McPherson
Does law school have to be so bloody
boring?
Why do so many learned scholars of
law writ1f w ith the inspirationa l grace of
a dead fish?

'AND

OF

I'll admit that it could be my fault. Coming from a backgr·o und of writing science
fiction and action/adventure novels,
economic theory and torts will seem a
little low-keyed. However, I can't say I
found the entire supplement wholly uninteresting . After •spending hours literally
forcing myself to forge ahead, I came
upon one stimulating article at the end.
That one essay on feminist theory and its
appl ication to tort law wa s actually i nteresting,_ written with conviction and
emotion. It truly had a message, and
didn't talk about the law just for the sake

Maybe I'm writing from the perspective
on one who still has a foot in the real
world, and isn't firmly entrenched in the
mire of stoic legal reasoning. However, I
don't think that's it. Is it asking too much
to want a reading assignment that doesn't
constantly put you to sleep?
Over the Labor Day weekend, instead
of enjoying myself, I was reading a
theoretical overview for my Torts class.
It was an experience, a very boring experience. While I can't dispute the educational
value of the information therein, the manner of presentation left a lotto be desired.
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of talking about it.
I have a theory why this phenomenon
occurs, why out of reams of material, only
a handful of pages actua_lly impart
thought-provoking information. We've all
heard the saying "Those who can, do, and
those who can't, teach ." While I don't
mean to impugn the quality ofthis University's staff, let's carry the form of that
statement a little further. Those who teach
m ust publish, and those who must publish may not know how to write. Heck,
they might not even want to.
Any professor at a major university can
tell you about the 'Publish or Die' mentality that is sometimes present. As a result,
many people are forced to write about
the law, though they may not have much
to say about it. They accept the appellation of theorist, and muse about the law
with others in the same boat as themselves. What you have is a bunch of papers talking about one another's views on
various points of law.
The problem with this is that unless
you're really interested (and I'll freely
admit there are plenty of other things I'd
rather read), you'll find most of this material dry and mundane. Without something
concrete to say, as in Leslie Bender's
feminist theory article, the rest comes
across as flat and overly analytical.
All of this makes me wonder. How
much of the material we students read
was written by people who wanted to
write it, and how much was written because they had to write it? Does anyone
think there might be a correlation between the desire to write a certain peice,
and the amount of interest students bring
out of said piece? I think so, and as long
as the educational system (legal or otherwise) hold to the 'Publish or Die' standard
of judging faculty, I think it will continue .
This is just a little something to consider
the next time you pick up one of those ·
supplementary readings. Of course, all of
the above could be totally erroneous.
After all, it's just .. . one man's opinipn .
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Grade Chart For .Spring and Summer 1989
Instructor
Atleson
Atleson
Avery
Berger
Berger
Birzon
Blum
Blum
Boyer
Boyer
Boyer
Buckley
Carr
Carrel
DelCotto
DelCotto
DelCotto
Engel / Munger
Ewing
Finley
Freeman / Mensch
Gerstman
Gibson
Girth
Gresens
Hager
Halpern
Halpern
Halpern
Headrick
Headrick
Hezel
Joyce
Joyce
Joyce
Kannar
Kannar
Kaplan

•I

Kenyatta
Konefsky
Konefsky
Leary
Leary
Lindgren
Lindgren
Magavern
. Mahoney
Meltzer
Mensch
Mugel
Munger
Munger
Murphy
Newhouse
Newhouse
Newhouse
Olsen
Olsen
Olsen
Phillips
Pitegoff
Pitegoff
Reis
Reis
Scales-Trent
Schlegal
Schlegal
Seipp
Steinfeld
Sullivan
Swartz
Szczygiel
Szczygiel
T'Jonck
Thuronyi
Thuronyi
Zimmerman
Zimmerman

Course
date posted
Democratic Rights in Unions
5/15/89
5/18/89
Labor Law ,
Family Transactions
6/09/89
Evidentiary Problems
7/05/89
Legal Civil Justice Canada and the U.S.
5/15/89
6/15/89
Evidence
Jurisprudence
6/26/89 .
The Rule of Law
5/19/89
Administrative Law
7/12/89
Law and Epidemiology
5/15/89
The Great lakes
8/10/89
Sales and Secured Transactions
6/16/89.
Criminal Procedure
6/15/89
Trial Technique
5/16/89
Corporate Reorganization
Federal Tax I*
5/23/89
Federal Tax II
Intro to Law and Society
6/23/89
Juvenile Law
6/28/89
Employment Relationship
7/12/89
Nature, Ecology and Law
6/02/89
New York Practice
5/15/89
Advanced Legal Research
8/09/89
Bankruptcy Reorganization
5/16/89
New York Practice
5/15/89
Clinic / Education Law
Advanced Criminal Law*
7/21/89
8/19/89
Legal Profession
7/20/89
Moral Judgments of Lawyers
Intellectual Property
8/29/89 7/13/89
Policy Making Process
Clinic / Low Income Housing
5/23/89
Federal Tax II
Gratuitous Transfers
7/25/89
Gratuitous Transfers* .
8/09/89
6/14/89
Constitutiooal Law I
Law and National Security ·
6/14/89
5/15/89
State and Local Government
7/11/89
Constitutlonal Law II
Social Resp. of Lawyers
6/05/89
American Legal History
6/09/89
International Protection of Human Rights
5/15/89
· Public International Law
7/31/89
6/14/89
Damages
6/14/89
Statutes
6/02/89
State and Local Gov't Finance
5/17/89
Criminal Procedure II
International Trade
5/15/89
6/05/89
Torts
7/27/89
Estate Planning
Buffalo City Planning
7/26/89
Legal Profession
7/07/89
5/15/89
Lawyering Skills
5/18/89
Collective Bargaining
5/24/89
Constitutional Law I
Soc. Prob. Law and Ed.
6/23/89
5/17/89
Federalism and Finality
5/15/89
Judicial Clerkship
7/31 /89
Research and Writing
Conflicts of Laws
6/16/89
Commercial Development
6/16/89
6/14/89
Legal Profession
Environmental Law ,
7/24/89
8/10/89
Property III
Employment Discrimination
7/05/89
7/ 18/89
Contracts
Wall Street
1/20/89
Clinic / Immigration Law
. 5/24/89
Property
5/18/89
New York Practice
6/14/89
Problems in Health Law
Clinic / Legal Services of the Elderly
5/15/89
Health Care and the Elderly
5/15/89
European Economic Community
7/05/89
5/15/89
Nuclear Weapons and the Law
i
5/15/89
Tax of Interstate and lnternat'I Transactions
Counseling Small Business
5/15/89
Small Business Clinic

' *These courses were offered in the summer of 1989

Grades compiled by The Opinion Editorial Board
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17
7
9
10
24
7
8
17
5
22
19
59
10
10
21
3
11
17
21
10
9
4
7
5
3
23
5
21
4
3
7
39
11
22
12
6
u32

Q*
3
16
4

1
3
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6
17
3
12
7
3
5
19
23
5
12
12
10
25·
5
5
4
104
7
3
20
40
22
5
15
13
8
16
12
6
6
9
8
2
6
17
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3
47
3
34
2
69
39

11
3
8

8
5
1
1
6
1

26
3
2
2
6
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5
1
1
13
1

30
2
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76
96
31
8
18
19
1 '
32
29
7
21
9
5
35
3
10
65
7
39
1
4
16
84
17
60
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1
1
3
1
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2
1
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Students Encouraged To Interview With Committees
Anyone interested in applying for one of
the SBA committees must sign up during
,he week of September 18 on the SBA
office door (Room 101). Interviews will be
conducted Wednesday and Thursday,
September 27 & 28 froo, 5 to 10 p.m. The
SBA will announce on Monday, September 25 those who have been granted interviews for the committees. Times will be
posted outside the SBA office.
Because of the highly competitive nature of the Admissions, Special Program,
Special Needs and Anti-Discrimination
Policy Committees, a one-page, singlespaced TYPED letter of intent will be required. The letter should not be a resume,
but rather a statement of why you are
interested in the committee. Candidates
are encouraged to discuss their reasons
for choosing the committee, and may also
include their qualifications. However, it
should be stressed that you need not have
prior experience. These committees are
designed to give persons an opportunity
to provide feedback about the group's
policies. The deadline for the letters of
intent will be on Monday, September 25at
5 p.m. in the SBA office. There will be absolutely no late submissions.
Academic Policy and Program
Committee (APPC)
This Committee considers proposals for
changes in the academic program and
graduation requirements. Proposals come
from faculty members, deans and students. After the Committee reviews a
proposal, it makes a recommendation to
the full faculty.
The Committee is composed ofthe Dean
as Chair, three faculty members, three
students and a Law Library Faculty member. Meetings are held when the Committee has proposals to review; i.e., somewhat irregularly.
Academic Standards and Standard
Committee
This Committee acts on petitions from
students for read mission o r wa iver of Law
School academic rules. It also makes recommendations to the full faculty with
respect to changes in such rules.
By the nature of its work, the Committee
requires observance of strict confidentiality. Its meetings are closed to nonmembers. It is composed of the Dean as Chair,
three faculty members, three students and
a Law Library Faculty member.
It meets when it has sufficient matters to
review or when action with respect to a
student petition is particularly J,Jrgent.

Admissions Committee
This Committee sets general standards
for admission and reviews files of candidates for discretionary admission. Composed of six faculty members, one of whom
serves as Chair, four students, a Law Library Faculty member, and Deans Carrel
and Newell, it generally operates through
sub-committees which make recommendations to the Chair.
Its work is particularly heavy in the period from January to May when files must
be read expeditiously. All of the work of
the Committee is held in strict confidence.
All candidates interested in this committee must submit a letter of intent.
Appointments Committee
This Committee screens candidates for
faculty positions, arranges visits and interviews, and makes recommendations on
appointments to the full faculty. Only
positive recommendations of the Committee are reported publicly. The Committee is composed of four faculty members
(elected fortwo-yearterms), two students,
the Dean and one Law Library Faculty
member. The Chair is elected by the faculty members.
The two student members are expected
to contribute to the process of screening
resumes, to organize meetings at which
candidates can visit with a diverse group
of students, and to report to the Committee student reactions to visiting candidates.
This Committee meets frequently in the
fall and in the early part of the spring
semester. At present, we are only seeking
one alternate position.
Budget and Program Review
Committee
This Committee reviews the non-personnel part of the Law School budget and
makes recommendations to the Dean on
his expenditure plans, particularly those
with respect to student organizations and
programs. It meets infrequently, normally
only when the Vice-President allocates the
funds for-the law School budget for the
next fiscal year.
The Committee is composed of the Dean
as Chair, three faculty members, three
students and a Law Library Faculty member. Three faculty members are elected by
the faculty at large.
Faculty Student Relations Board
(FSRC)
This Committee acts on student disciplinary matters, student grievances against

LEGAL WORK STUDY
POSITION
University student prosecutor's office seeks a first or second year
law student to fill the position of assistant prosecutor.
• hours flexible
• court one night weekly
• could lead to a graduate
assistantship next year
Put resume and letter of interest
in Law School Mailbox 227

THE PASSWORD:

b

N
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
New York, N.Y. 10001
(212) 594-3696 (201) 623-3363

overseeing the day-to-day administration
of the student groups' budgets.

faculty members or other students, and
faculty grievances against students. It is
also charged with establishing the method
of student evaluation of teaching.
The Committee is composed of three
faculty members and three students. The
Committee elects its own Chair. Dean
Newell serves as ex officio advisor to the
Committee.
The workload depends on the number
of cases filed, with respect to which the
Committee conducts hearings and/or
engages in other forms of investigation.
Its proceedings respect the confidentiality
of the parties.

Buildings and Computers
This Committee will evaluate short and
long-term proposals for physical improvements around the Law School. It includes
faculty and student members who will
decide the priorities for construction projects, allocation of space, and plans for the
student lounge. Three students and one
alternate will be chosen by the SBA to
represent the student body.
Committee on Special Needs
This committee will examine the learning and access needs of students who are
prevented from fully participating in their
legal education because of unique learning and physical abilities. This Committee
will be focusing on issues facing students
such as the inability to access library facilities, classrooms, and other areas of the
law school.
Additionally, this committee will evaluate what can be done to improve the resources available of students with unique
learning needs, e.g. dyslexia and other
visual impairments. Three students and
one alternate will be assigned to this
committee. All students with unique learning needs are particularly encouraged to
applyforthiscommittee, as well as others.
All interested candidates must submit a
letter of intent.

Library Committee
This Committee advises the Director of
the Law Library on library matters of importance to students and faculty. It meets
infrequently and serves mainly as a channel of communication between the users
of the Library and the Library staff. It is
composed of four faculty members, one of
whom serves as Chair, and four students.
Mitchell Lecture Committee
This Committee arranges the annual
Mitchell Lecture and also dispenses funds
for Mitchell Fellows; that is, distinguished
visitors who lecture and meet informally
with faculty and students.
The Committee is composed of three
faculty members (one of whom serves as
Chair), one Law Library Faculty member
and one student. It meets when it has
proposals to consider or Mitchell Lecture
plans to arrange.

Anti-Discrimination Policy
Committee
This Committee, in conjunction with the
faculty, will help facilitate decisions concerning the anti-discrimination policies of
the school. In the past, this Committee has
focused primarily on the on-campus recruiting policies of the JAG-Corps (legal
branch of the armed services), but it is the
hope of the SBA that this Committee will
continue to evaluate all administrative
policies which discriminate against any
and all persons. Three students and one
alternate will be appointed for the annual
term.
All interested candidates must submit a
letter of intent.

Special Program Committee
This Committee oversees the Special
Program including advising the AdmissionsCommittee on individual credentials
for admission, arranging the structure of
the first year Legal Methods Program, and
providing counsel and wisdom to the ASSC
on students from the Special Program
who may be in academic difficulty.
In general, the Committee has a charter
to improve the quality of the Law School's
affirmative efforts and to expand the
number of minority and disadvantaged
law graduates.
The Committee has four faculty members, one of whom serves as Chair, and
three students. Dean Newell serves as ex
officio. It meets as problems or issues
arise and works intensely in the spring on
admissions.
All interested candidates must submit a
letter of intent.

Sub-Board One Representative
(1 person)
This person will represent the SBA at
Sub-Board 1 meetings, and report to the
SBA all activities by SBI which will affect
the Law School. The representative also
provides feedback to SBI concerning
changes SBA is interested in pursuing as
formal policy. This is an important position oecause SBI establishes the funding
policies of our budget (including the stu dent organizations) .
This was an SBA Executive Board appointment that had to be made within the
first few days of the academic year.

Student Representatives to Faculty
Meetings
This Committee attends faculty meetings and represents student views to the
faculty. The faculty meetings are chaired
by the Dean and are attended by all of the
faculty and administration. The student
representatives are invitees and hence do
not have a vote on the issues.
The function of the student representa tives isessentiallytoactas liaisons, who in
turn report to the SBA. Formal announcements may be requested -of committee
members at the faculty meetings. Aside
from the two representatives appointed
by the SBA, The Committee will consist of
the SBA President and Vice President.
Committee on Resolutions
, This Committee's sole purpose w ill be
to function as a forum for any resolutions
coming within the scope of By-Law 14
(Special Resolutions) .
Responsibilities of members will include
formal presentation of resolutions before
the Board at regular meetings and will
meet where necessary. It will be com prised of four SBA Chairpersons, three
SBA Directors, and three student mem bers at large.
Finance Committee
Chaired by the SBA Treasurer, this
Committee prepares the fiscal year SBA
budget and recommends funding for
groups that need support during the academic year. The students selected to this
committee will also assist the Treasurer in

Social Representatives
(2 persons)
For those of you who are social animals,
these two representatives will be respon sible for planning social happenings, including parties, Law Revue, and the 'SBA
semiformal. The two reps will not necessarily plan all the activities, but will be
responsible for recruiting persons who
are interested in organizing SBA activities.
Additional responsibilities include coordinating other Law School and campus-wide
activities to insure that the SBA functions
do not conflict with the other fun things
that go on here.
Commencement Committee
(7 persons + 1 alternate)
This Committee will coordinate gradu ation commencement with the faculty and
staff. Responsibilities include planning
Senior Week, deciding Commencement
Speaker possibilities, and communicating
with all persons involved in planning
Commencement. Obviously, only third
year students may apply for the seven
voting positions, but first and second years
interested in getting involved are also
encouraged to apply for the alternate
position . Four appointments have already
been made, and we are currently seeking
additional support.
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KAPLAN·SMH- STANDING BY YOU
FROM 1st YR.THROUGH YOUR BAR EXAM
At l\aplan-SMH, we know law school is a challenge. We
want to help you meet that challenge with SMH Law School
Summaries I and II.
.
_

SMH
LAW SCHOOL
SUMMARIES I
Civil Procedure
Contracts - - - - . , , - Criminal Law
Property
Torts

..;;.

SMH
LAW SCHOOL
SUMMARIES II
Commercial Paper & Bank Collections
Corporations & Partnerships
Evidence
Sales
Secured Transactions

-

Tax
By registering for a Kaplan-SMH bar review
course in your first year of law school, you
not only receive the lowest discounted price
possible, you also receive SMH Law School
Summaries 1 Don1 waste time and money in
bookst.ores!

Wills & Trusts
Second and third year Kaplan-SMH registrants are entitled t.o SMH Summaries II,
covering many law school and bar exam subjects. Get a head start!

A $50 deposit on any Kaplan-SMH bar review coW"Se secures
all current discQunts and entitles you to either volume of the SMH
Law School·Summaries.

-SMH -

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
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See Your Campus Rep, or call:
Gerry Hobika
Bar Coordinator
837-8022

China ... .. ..... .... . .. .

· · · • · · · • • • • • ......

variety of features and their combinations
among the Chinese.
Within 40 minutes we were emerged
from the subway onto the Square. The
panorama was breathtaking. Red banners
with yellow lettering fluttered everywhere
(each faculty in the many institutions of
higher education in Beijing and elsewhere
had its own identifying banner). There
were numerous lean-to structures erected
to protect the encamped students from
rain and the merciless sun. Thousands of
people were milling around, engaged in
discussion - an unlikely occurrence for
a weekday Thursday afternoon well after
the traditional lunch and midday nap
time.
The m0-nument at the center of the
Square had been designated as the students' headquarters. Facing north toward
the large portrait of a benign Mao at the
entrance to the Forbidden City was the
statue of the Goddess of Liberty and
Democracy identified as "an Asian girl."
The placement of the statue was strategically brilliant. She faced Mao boldly,
holding the torch as a challenge to his
beneficient face.
There was one nightmarish aspect to
the Square. Ringing the central part of the
square were a series of loudspeakers controlled by the students, which were used
to read off student demands and provide
news bulletins. At the north end of the
square however, near Mao's portrait, it
was still government turf. Government
controlled loudspeakers blared denunciations of students and complaints that the
occupation of the Square had forestalled
a celebration of Children's Day. By walking several yards north or south one could
literally shift realities.
Since the Forbidden city had been
closed to tourists several days earlier (the
government had announced that it was
concerned that the students would occupy it and rumor had it that there were
troops garrisoned inside the compound)
we walked west along the main boulevard
to the Zhongmengai (the government
compound) . A r spectful, curious crowd
stood outside the stone archways behind
a few sawhorses. Some 20 feet away on
the steps of the entrance, 12-15 students
were camped out - complete with bedrolls. Near them stood a ceremonial guard
of four soldiers. I was told gleefully by
bystanders "The leaders cannot go in the
front gate ; they must drive through the
side entrance." The symbol ic magnitude
of the defiance reinforced by surprise at
government inaction .
Nearby, wall newspapers (handprinted
on large sheets of paper) attracted a large
number of readers. These papers contained the denunciation of Li Peng. I was
beginning to feel disarmed. The physical

reality overwhelmed my analytic :esponses to the situation based on my
training as a political sceintist and a
lawyer. Perhaps it was possible that there
would be a compromise, that military violence could be avoided in a situation
where the position of the military was crucial to the political outcome. Historically
in other volatile situations armies,- when
called upon to do so, had refused to fire
on citizens. On the other hand, in a political system like China's, where there appears to be a lack of buffering institutions
and norms which facilitate compromise
and power transitions, power struggles
become zero-sum endeavors and "warlordism" (with its deep involvement of the
military) becomes the mode for dispute
resolution.
During the later part of Saturday (June
3) afternoon, rumors of troop movements
toward the Square began to surface. My
initial disbelief was dissipated upon hearing short sharp sounds reminiscent of
firecrackers and louder dull noises that
sounded like explosions. I wandered
down the dormitory corridor to the suite
of a Canadian couple who were teaching
English at the College and who had a
short wave radio. Beer in hand, we huddled around the radio listening to the
Voice of America, the BBC, and Radio
China (the government English language
station) . How ironic! During the sixties in
my travels outside the US, I ofte'n
criticized the VOA as the apologist for
American imperialsim. Now I dared not
miss the hourly broadcast. Both the BBC
and the VOA reported that tanks and other
military vehicles were moving into the
city from the northwestern suburbs along
the main road about one quarter of a mile
west of the College. Radio China, which
up to that time had been calling the students "counterrevolutionaries, hooligans
and thugs" now added the ominous
words "aided by foreign elements."
"That's us, comrades" I noted.
Between hourly broadcasts we raced to
the front gate of the college where huge
crowds of students had assembled . To the
w~
e colll.cLhea tb. requen ound
of gunfire and explosions which lit the
darkening sky. Stories of civilian resistance to soldiers attempting to reach the
downtown area were legion. Virtually all
traffic had stopped on the main east/west
thoroughfare beyond the gate. Its absence was noticeable and eerie. In frequently an empty bus (itself a most unusual sight in Beijing) or a truck would
barrrel down the thoroughfare. With each
approaching truck, hundreds of students
swarmed into the roadway to stop it. In
several instances, after talking with the
driver, a number of students would
clamber onto the back of the truck as by-

JAG ............ ······
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of gays and lesbians might mean a loss
of some of the millions of dollars this University receives from the defense department to do military research? He certainly
was not provoked by legal reasoning, for
all that the law school had done was comply with established state law.
When final exams were over and the
campus was nearly empty, Sample announced his decision. Sample ruled that
organizations who discriminate will be
permitted to use campus facilities. As a
result, the bigotry and prejudice that has
long been perpetrated against gay and
lesbian students was given offidal sanction by the President of the University and
his administration.
His reasoning was primarily based on
any organization's free access to the University. This is clearly not the issue. The
Anti-Discrimination Policy did not stop organizations from coming onto campus on
their own and speaking about employment opportunities. What the policy did
· say was that the organizations that discriminate could not use University
facilities that students pay for. President
Sample is forcing our COO office to work
for organizations that explicitly discriminate against members of our community.
Being gay or lesbian, being a veteran,
being a woman, being married, being
physically disabled, being over thirty five,
or having brown eyes does not take away

from one's ability to be an effective and
qualified a'ttorney. Some employers disagree. Some employers will not hire
people for ridiculous reasons. Right now,
your money, my money, the University's
money is being spent to promote those
employers and help them perpetuate
their discriminatory practices.
What can you do? Write a letter to President Sample aned 'Dean Filvaroff. Tell
them that you are angry about this and
you support non-discrimination. Tell
them that you insist that the law school
be allowed to enforce its own anti-discrimination policy . Write letters to The
Opinion expressing your support . Join,
and become active in, one of the many
organizations in the law school that are
working on this issue, such as the National Lawyers Guild and the Gay and Lesbian Law Students' Organization. Become
active in the University-wide Anti-Discrimination Coalition that began last year,
in response to Sample's actions. (For
more information .on these groups stop
by Room 118 O'Brian Hall.) In any case,
DO SOMETHING. Discrimination will not
go away unless we make it go away. Paying people a lot of money to help those
who discriminate is certainly not going to
help the problem. What it is doing is condoning it. This cannot continue .

Nathaniel Charny

standers cheered. Everyone knew where
they were going - to the Square. The
battlefield was foreordained.
Around 10:30 p.m. a student came racing by on a bicycle brandishing a ~tick
about 4 feet long and 2-3 inches thick. He
held it aloft and shouted "The government has given these clubs to the workers
at the iron and steel factory down the road
and has promised them several months
wages if they will go do~n to the Square
and beat up the students." He then raced
off to the next campus. A palpable collective shudder passed through the crowd.
Then the buzzing began. These workers
had supported the students and marched
with them in April and May. How could
this come about? The moment was ripe
for someone to make an impassioned
speech. But no one emerged as a leader
- whether out of shock, fear of reprisal
or cultural constraints against such publfc
individualism . Individuals clustered in
small groups exchanging opinions or
waited silently for the next bit of news.
Some walked off to the nearby road were
civilian resistance was occurring .
Approximately two and a half hours
later another student messenger cycled
to the gate. He was bleeding profusely.
"They are shooting in the Square. They
are not using rubber bullets. They are not
shooting at our knees but at our hearts
and heads." Then he sped off. Everyone
froze in collective horror. The myth that
the People's Army would never shoot citizens had been smashed. People stood
around solemnly. Another hour passed.
No more news. The crowd drifted apart.
Still stunned, I walked back to the dorm .
"No one is safe now" I kept muttering to
myself.
After a fitful sleep I work to hear only
the rustling of the leaves. There was no
sound of the accompanying pedestrian
and cycle traffic outside my window. The
absence of human noise- felt ominous.
Outside the dormitory dining room a hastily printed sign said "All foreigners must
stay on campus." At breakfast several
American students who had been in
China since the fall were describing their
efforts to cycle down to the Square to be
with their Chinese friends; each of them
had a harrowing tale to tell of mass confusion on the downtown streets, of roadblocks created by flaming vehicles , of
people peacefully approaching the soldiers and being mown down, and of bul lets whizzing by them as they rode their
bicycles . Some Chinese students were
going to the hospitals to check up on students and faculty who had been
wounded. They were grim and red-eyed .
One student said that he had been in the
hospital looking for friends and that he

Grading Policy . . . . . . . . . . .
exam, others only allow 4 hours. Some
instructors are known to be stingy in their
allocation of "H" grades, while others are
known to be liberal. Some instructors give
demerits for poor class attendance, sufficient to impact -heavily on their grades,
while other instructors base the grades
entirely on the outcome of the final exam.
Some instructors draft a final exam based
on material which that instructor covered
in the course, while others draft exams
based on what some other instructor covered in his course. Almost all instructors
use a "Q + /Q-" system when grading the
final exam . But many instructors refuse
to transpose that grade to the student's
transcript. So added tq an already
idiosyncratic, discretionary grading pol icy we have the inconsistent, willy -nilly
approach which succumbs to the vagaries
and vicissitudes peculiar to this or that
instructor. These differences often tend
to correlate with the particular section a
student happens to be in.
Upon such artifice and caprice , the
aperture of a student's 'window of opportunity can be diminished to the size of a
pin hole. Such a grading po]icy evinces
more of a notion of thanatos than of Eros
or of justice. With regard to the rationale
behind this policy, the shadow that it casts
is greater than the light that it emits. It is
no argument that the law school has submitted this issue to the students in a referendum, in the same vein that it is ir-

from page 5

had seen doctors and nurses who refused
to follow army . orders, not to treat
wounded students and citizens, shot fro_m
behind by soliders. He broke down sobbing; I reached out to put my arm around
his shoulder - uncertain of whether this
gesture would be regarded as a boundary
violation and then deciding that I didn't
give a damn .
I walked down the campus road to the
hand-lettered wall newspapers, which the
students used to provide news and commentary as an alternative to government
controlled media . Several large sheets of
pink paper described the massacre in the
Squre - the shooting of many student~
and citizens, tanks rolling over the bodies
of students, and the pyre of burning
bodies . Students stood motionless and
speechless as they read . One writer reported that some troops had to ask Beijing
citizens where the Square was located
and how to get there. Such a detail, at
first reading a wryly humorous aside, also
had another interpretive layer to it. The
writer was telling readers that the battalion was not from Beijing and therefore
might be less sympathetic to protestors
and resisters . Another writer had posted
a slogan "blood cries out for blood."
From there I walked to the college gate.
I could still hear the sound of gunfire and
the air had a slightly smokey acrid quality
to it. A banner was draped above the archway. It named two students known to
have been killed and asked "What shall
we do?" Next to the banner was a badly
burned sub machine gun with a bullet
protuding from it. People were gathered
in small clusters. There was talk of a general strike on Monday. As soon as I appeared, a number of students gathered
around m~ asking my opinion about the
events, begging me to tell their story to
the Americans when I returned home, and
wanting to know what policy response I
though the United States should undertake. They were highly critical of Bush's
failure to issue a strong condemnation of
the repression . Some compared Deng to
Hitler. " He is worse than the Japanese "
another said. People were buzzing about
the incident on Chinese radio in which an
announcer blurted out "The Chinese
army is murdering its own people." He
was cut off and replaced by music immediately. During the conversations several students reported rumors that the
army had already entered three campuses (Beijing University, Peoples University, and Beijing Normal University)
strongly identified with the pro democracy movement and shot up the student
dorms. People warned me that the army
might come to our campus.
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revel ant whether the majority of students
favor pre-trial executions . Inequities of
.•his magnitude are insufferable, ipso
facto.
In total, the conclusion is clear. This
school should either "fish, or cut bait."
Either return us to the conventional grading system, or muster the courage to
adopt the "Pass/Fail" grading policy.
Either option is superior to the eviscerated pogrom that is foist upon us now.
The faculty and the administration of this
school oughrto summon the courage, the
insight and the honesty to acknowledge
this mistake and correct it. It is incredible
to me that the school which is evaluating
the student's critical thinking and reasoning skills is incapable of discerning the
fallaciousness of the rationale and the injustices of the grading policy . ·
While I harbour no illusions that insight
and reason will prevail over this squalid
convention (see Ketcham," .. . 'Flawed '
Exam Format," The Opinion, March 1,
1989, at 4, col. 2), it nevertheless seems
even more ludicrous to surrender to a vitiating, yet rectifiable flaw in a gauntlet of
human design . Since the faculty and the
administration at this school designed
this Frankenstein, they ought to apply at
least the same level of ingenuity in order
to pull its plug. While this policy is ravaging the countryside and pillaging the students' academic record, these victims
await this school's decisive remedial action .
Gary 8. Ketcham
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